The ubiquitous existence of cycles is one of important originations of network complexity, as cycle is the simplest structure that brings redundant paths in connectivity and feedback effects in dynamics. Hence the in-depth analyses on cycle structure may yield novel insights, metrics, models and algorithms for network science. By measuring the extent to which a node is involved in other nodes' smallest cycles, this paper proposes an index, named cycle ratio, to quantify the importance of individual nodes. Experimental tests on real networks suggest that cycle ratio contains rich information in addition to well-known benchmark indices, that is, the node rankings by cycle ratio are largely different from rankings by degree, H-index and coreness, while the rankings by the three benchmarks are very similar to each other. Further experiments show that cycle ratio performs overall better than the three benchmarks in identifying critical nodes that maintain network connectivity and facilitate network synchronization.
sizes 10, 21, 22 , and the effects of the addition of a none-observed link on the local organization of cycles can be used to estimate the likelihood of the existence of this link 23 .
Considering a simple network where direction and weight of a link are ignored and self-loops are not allowed, then a cycle is the simplest structure providing redundant paths to all involved node pairs. That is to say, if two nodes belong to a cycle, there are at least two independent paths connecting them. Such redundancy also brings complicated feedbacks in interacting dynamics. Therefore, the in-depth understanding of cycle structure may provide insights and methods on how to maintain the network connectivity under attacks 24 and how to regulate interacting dynamics towards predesigned states 25 .
In this paper, according to the cycle-based statistics, we propose a novel index (named cycle ratio) to quantify the importance of individual nodes. This index is essentially different from known indices and methods 7 , producing a much different ranking of nodes comparing with degree 3 , H-index 26 and coreness 27 . Extensive experiments on real networks show that the cycle ratio performs better than well-known benchmarks in identifying the most vulnerable nodes under intentional attacks 28, 29 and the most critical nodes in pinning control 30, 31 . Our finding thus has potential applicability in better preventing catastrophic outages in power grids 32 , enhancing the robustness of financial networks 33 , controlling unmanned air vehicles 34 and mobile sensor networks 35 , and so on.
Results
Considering a simple network ( , ) G V E , where V and E are the sets of nodes and links, respectively. The size of a cycle equals the number of links it contains. The cycles containing node i with the smallest size are called the smallest cycles of node i, and the corresponding size is called node i's girth 19 
According to the above definition, if a node i doesn't belong to any cycle, its cycle ratio is reasonably set to be zero. When 0 ii c  , all items in the summation are well defined since 0 jj c  if 0 ij c  . The ratio estimates the importance of node i subject to its participation to other nodes' smallest cycles in S. Note that, in our definition, only smallest cycles in S associated with each node are considered since cycles with larger sizes are usually less relevant to the network functions and to account for all cycles is infeasible for most real networks due to the tremendous computational complexity 23 . Figure 1a presents an example network, and figure 1b shows the corresponding cycle number matrix. The process to calculate the cycle ratio of an example node (i.e., node 1) is also shown in figure 1b. The cycle ratios of all nodes are presented in figure 1c . Three well-known node centralities, degree 3 , H-index 26 and coreness 27 (see precise definitions of these indices in Methods), are used as benchmarks for comparison. Their values for this example network are also presented in figure 1c. Here N and M are the number of nodes and links, <k> and <d> are the average degree and average distance, and c is the clustering coefficient 2 . Before penetrating into each index's ability to identify dynamically critical nodes, we first see whether cycle ratio contains rich information in addition to the three benchmarks. We apply the Kendall's Tau 41, 42 ( ) to measure the correlation between pairs of indices (see the definition of  in Methods). Given two indices X and Y, if ( , ) XY  is close to 1, it indicates that X and Y are highly correlated and less differential to each other. Figure 2 shows the average values of  between all index pairs over the six real networks (the correlation matrices for all the six networks are shown in Supplementary Section S1), from which one can clearly observe that the correlations between degree, H-index and coreness (~0.89) are remarkably higher than the correlations between cycle ratio and the other three (~0.61). Therefore, the resulted node rankings produced by degree, H-index and coreness are very similar to each other. That is to say, although the performance of H-index or coreness in some specific tasks is better than degree 26, 27 , the node rankings produced by H-index and coreness contain less information in addition to the one produced by degree, and vice versa. In contrast, as suggested by the lower correlations, the node rankings produced by cycle ratio have rich information in addition to these produced by degree, H-index and coreness. This is a very important yet easy-to-be-ignored marker about the potential value of a newly proposed index since the lower correlations between the proposed index and known indices indicate a higher potential possibility that the proposed index will provide novel insights beyond known indices. Figure 3 presents four visualized networks corresponding to the resulted rankings by the four indices under consideration. Very intuitively, the vital nodes selected by degree, H-index and coreness are highly overlapped, while the ones selected by cycle ratio are much different. Therefore, we believe the in-depth analyses of cycle ratio may uncover novel insights that cannot be obtained by analyzing known node centralities. In addition, as indicated by the centralized localizations, the vital nodes selected by degree, H-index and coreness are densely connected with each other, in consistent to the so-called rich-club phenomenon 43, 44 . As a contrast, the vital nodes suggested by cycle ratio are more spread with sparser connections among them. This is a significant advantage of cycle ratio if one would like to find out a set of vital nodes, because if the selected vital nodes tend to be clustered to each other, their influential areas will be highly overlapped and thus their collective influences are probably weaker 27, 45, 46 .
To evaluate the importance of nodes in maintaining the network connectivity, we study the node percolation dynamics 28, 29 . The metric called Robustness 47 is used to measure the performance of considered indices. Given a network, we remove one node at each time step and calculate the size of the largest component of the remaining network until the remaining network is empty. The Robustness is then defined as
is the number of nodes in the largest component divided by N after removing Q nodes. The normalization factor 1/N ensures that the values of R of networks with different sizes can be compared. For each index, the nodes are ranked in the descending order and the ones in the top places are removed preferentially. Obviously, a smaller R means a quicker collapse and thus a better performance. Figure 4 shows the collapsing processes of the six real networks, resulted from the node removal by cycle ratio and the other three indices. For the majority of the considered networks, cycle ratio leads to much faster collapse than other indices. Table 2 compares the Robustness R of the four indices, from which one can see that the cycle ratio is overall the best index in identifying the most critical nodes in maintaining the network connectivity. For each network, the best-performed index is emphasized in bold.
We next evaluate the importance of nodes by measuring the effects caused by pinning these nodes in a synchronizing process 30, 31 . Considering a general case where a simple connected network ( , ) G V E is consisted of N linearly and diffusively coupled nodes, with an interacting dynamics as
where the vector  . The goal of pinning control is to drive the system from any initial state to the target state in finite time by pinning some selected nodes. Analogous to the node percolation, all nodes are ranked in the descending order by a given index. Then, we successively pin nodes one by one according to the ranking and quantify the synchronizability of the pinned networks, which can be measured by the reciprocal of the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the principal submatrix 48, 49 (a smaller value corresponds to a higher synchronizability), namely faster decay corresponds to a better performance. Table 3 compares the pinning efficiency of the four indices. Similar to the result of the node percolation, cycle ratio is overall the best index in identifying the most efficient nodes in pinning control.
Figure 5．
The pinning controllability on the six real networks. The x-axis, p = Q/N, is the ratio of pinned nodes. For each network, the best-performed index is emphasized in bold.
Discussion
By analyzing the role of a node in other nodes' local organization of cycles, this paper proposes the index called cycle ratio to measure the importance of individual nodes. Experiments on real networks show that this index outperforms degree, H-index and coreness in identifying vital nodes that are very critical in maintaining the network connectivity and highly efficient in pinning control. A particular advantage of cycle ratio is that it produces much different node rankings from degree, H-index and coreness, and the vital nodes selected by cycle ratio are more spread with sparser connections among them. We believe the in-depth analyses about this index will bring novel insights, metrics, models and algorithms to network science.
An obvious insufficiency of cycle ratio is that it could not be applied for trees or tree-like networks. Even for normal real networks, a fraction of nodes may be not associated with any cycles. These nodes' influences may be different but they are all assigned the same cycle ratio zero. One straightforward way to solve this issue is to combine cycle ratio with some other indices, for example, a mixed index could be
with  a tunable parameter, hence all the nodes with zero cycle ratio can be ranked by their degrees. Since cycle ratio and degree will produce remarkably different rankings, a subtly designed combination of cycle ratio and degree has the potential to generate much better results than the single index. Similar improvement could also be achieved by combining cycle ratio with H-index or coreness, however, our expected improvement by combining degree, H-index and coreness is lower since they are already very similar to each other. We leave this detailed problem for future study. Another minor issue is that if a network is large and sparse, there may exist a few nodes whose girths are very long and thus to find out the associated smallest cycles are highly time-consuming. Hence in the real implementation, one can set a truncated length and only consider cycles with size no more than it.
We end this paper with two open issues. Firstly, analogous to cycle ratio, making use of cycle structure, one may also design indices to quantify the likelihood of the existence of any unobserved link, which can find applications in solving the link prediction problem. Secondly, the good performance of cycle ratio, as well as the lower correlations between cycle ratio and other benchmark centralities, suggest that the in-depth studies on cycle structure are promising. However, as shown in Supplementary Section S2, both Watts-Strogatz model 2 and Barabasi-Albert model 3 cannot reproduce the cycle-based statistics observed in the real world. We have also tested some other well-known models and none of them can well capture the real statistics. Knowing how cycles are formed may unfold some unknown mechanisms underlying network organization, which is an interesting challenge related to the current work.
Methods
Degree, H-index and Coreness. Degree of a node is the number of its immediate neighbors.
H-index of a node i is the maximum integer h such that there are at least h neighbors of node i with degrees no less than h. Coreness is obtained by the k-core decomposition 8 . The k-core decomposition process starts by removing all nodes with degree 1 k = . This may cause new nodes with degree 1 k  to appear. These are also removed and the process stops when all remaining nodes are of degree 1 k  . The removed nodes and their associated links form the 1-shell, and the nodes in the 1-shell are assigned a coreness value 1. This pruning process is repeated to extract the 2-shell, that is, in each step the nodes with degree 2 k  are removed. Nodes in the 2-shell are assigned a coreness value 2. The process is continued until all higher-layer shells have been identified and all nodes have been removed. In the literature, coreness is also referred to as k-shell index.
Kendall's Tau. We consider any two indices associated with all N nodes, 12 ( , , , )  should be close to zero, and thus the extent to which  exceeds zero indicates the strength of correlation. The above definition of Kendall's Tau 42 is an improved version of the original definition 41 , specifically designed to deal with the case with many equivalent elements.
